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From CLK <ckphotog@gma corn>
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2016 8:08 PM
To: Carisa Kozicki
Subject: Fwd: Regarding IRRC #3146 & 3147

Regarding IRRC #3146 & 3147

I also have strong issues regarding the electronic personal information that will be accessible about my family
and my children over the internet. I do not consent to medical or personal information being accessible
online. In their haste to make things faster and more accessible in order to comply, the government sees no
issue with this private, personal, and sensitive information being put online? I DO have a problem with it.

Please do not pass this legislation.

Thank you,
Carisa Kozicki

On Mon, May 9, 2016 at 8:03 PM, CLK <ckphotog(gmail.com> wrote:
Regarding IRRC #3146 & 3147

I am wriUng to you to let you know that removing provisional admission to schools of under vaccinated or
unvaccinated students should be stopped. Requiring students to play catch up when their bodies are not
designed to handle an assault of toxins all at once is not in the best interest of the children nor of our
society. Would you want to get a bunch of vaccines all at once? That is what will end up happening as doctors
and parents race to fulfill these arbitrary deadlines that have nothing to do with child safety or health. It
could and will likely be disastrous for many families with injured and sick children being a result.

Plus, several of these vaccines are live version vaccines; therefore those students who recently received a live
virus vaccine may in fact be contagious. Will the schools keep them separate from those that cannot receive
vaccines, the “medically unable” that are mentioned within this proposal? I want to share this due to the
hypocrisy of this paragraph.

Cited quote from proposal:
The proposed regulations are intended to make revisions to Subchapter C of Title 28
(relating to immunizations), in the main, to take steps to ensure that children attending
school in the Commonwealth are adequately protected against potential outbreaks of
vaccine preventable diseases. In some cases, the only way to ensure that children are .

adequately protected, particularly those children who are medically unable to obtain a :. .. •.:•..

vaccination, and, therefore, vulnerable, is to require the immumzation of all children
attending school

Instead, families should be allowed to retain their medical freedom and their choices, especially families with
children attending charter, homeschooled, and private institutions

Who determines who is medically unable2 Will all children be tested to make sure they aren’t going t have
reactions to vaccines or their ingredients before being injected2 My child wasn’t tested before getting around
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of vaccines at 2 75 months and ended up in tne hospital for 8 daysl Now I have had three different doctors
tell me to skip certain vaccines, but this might not be good enough for proper ‘paperwork’ and exemptions

Why are these safety precautions being overlooked? There is no failing herd immunity There is however
vaccine failure And why require vaccines that are for diseases that are not contagious? For instance, tetanus
is not contagious, but yet it is part of the requirement

There are too many questions without answers regarding vaccine safety. There are recalls, and failures, and
many of these are for diseases that would not cause great danger to the public. For these and many other
reasons, they need to remain a personal decision. Vaccines are not safe for all people; therefore, they cannot
be required of all.

Please keep health care choices in PA where they belong - in the hands of the patients and parents - and
out of the hands of government official and school officials who do now know the medical and personal
reasons behind choices made by families.

Thank you,
Carisa Kozicki
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CarisaK Photography .specializes in photographing relationships, e.specially between people and their canine
omparnon To book a ses5ron oi find out mm e in/ormatlon please email hei Thank you’
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